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ABSTRACT: Organized assemblies of cells have demonstrated
promise as bioinspired actuators and devices; still, the
fabrication of such “biorobots” has predominantly relied on
passive assembly methods that reduce design capabilities. To
address this, we have developed a strategy for the rapid
formation of functional biorobots composed of live cardiomyo-
cytes. We employ tunable acoustic fields to facilitate the
efficient aggregation of millions of cells into high-density
macroscopic architectures with directed cell orientation and
enhanced cell−cell interaction. These biorobots can perform
actuation functions both through naturally occurring contrac-
tion−relaxation cycles and through external control with
chemical and electrical stimuli. We demonstrate that these biorobots can be used to achieve controlled actuation of a soft
skeleton and pumping of microparticles. The biocompatible acoustic assembly strategy described here should prove generally
useful for cellular manipulation in the context of tissue engineering, soft robotics, and other applications.
KEYWORDS: micro/nano assembly, cardiomyocyte, acoustic, biorobot, external stimuli

INTRODUCTION
Living cells are ideal robotics building blocks as they do not
generate synthetic waste and are biodegradable.1−11 Moreover,
they exhibit structural robustness, sense complex biological
cues, and adapt to environmental changes to rapidly modify
their behaviors.12−14 For instance, the spontaneous contractile
actions of cardiomyocytes15−25 and muscle cells26−32 can
power diverse microdevices such as crawling devices and
micropumps, where living cells are used as the engine for
intelligent actuators and parts of soft robots.24,33−46 Several
passive assembly methods47,48 (monolayered cell culture or
templated fabrication methods) have been widely used to
fabricate biorobots due to their simple assembly protocols and
scalability. Nevertheless, they face limited design capabilities
and delayed establishment of cell−cell interactions due to low
packing density. On the other hand, 3D bioprinting methods
offer a high degree of design flexibility, although the
bioprinting process might entail long fabrication times and
result in reduced initial cellular density due to the need of an
increased ratio of hydrogel to cell composition required to
transfer the materials.41,43,49−54 In this direction, there is great
potential for biorobotic fabrication methods that can

potentially integrate high cell packing density, rapid
fabrication, and design programmability.
Herein, we report the development of acoustic-based

programmable active cardiomyocyte-based biorobots in a
scalable manner. We previously reported the use of the
acoustic assembly of static microparticles and cardiac cells to
form predetermined complex structures in different hydrogel
systems.55−59 Nevertheless, in this work, we expand upon this
fabrication method to achieve active biorobots capable of
locomotion and performing tasks. Moreover, we demonstrate
that cardiomyocytes can be assembled in diverse patterns using
Faraday waves and be immobilized into a sacrificial hydrogel
that can be removed after the cells secrete extracellular matrix
to form a self-structurally stable composite structure. Thus, in
comparison to other biofabrication methods that require
constant external support or long culture time to form
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organoids, the acoustic assembly method enables the rapid
obtainment of a highly packed bioassembly that can actuate
without the requirement of an external support matrix which
might impede efficient actuation. The tight packing of
cardiomyocytes can enhance cell−cell contact, interaction,
and cell viability by forming gap junctions.60 Gap junctions are
specialized intercellular channels found in the membranes of
neighboring cardiomyocytes that enable the exchange of ions
and small molecules between cells to promote cardiomyocyte
survival and the formation of anisotropic interactions and cell
orientation.61 We also demonstrate that the assembled
cardiomyocyte-based biorobots can be directly interfaced
with artificial machines to accomplish force outputs under
external modulation, showing promising potential in a wide
variety of biomedical fields such as robotics, biohybrid
actuation, tissue engineering, and advanced drug screening
applications.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
We used an engineered acoustic standing waves pattern to
generate ring-shaped biorobots, as shown in Figure 1A. A large
number of cardiomyocytes (20 million per milliliter) was
suspended in a 0.5% w/v alginate solution followed by
applying the acoustic field. The acoustic standing wave forces
drive the displacement of individual cardiomyocytes forming a
controlled ring-shaped swarm. The assembled cardiomyocytes
are temporally fixed by using a sacrificial ionic link hydrogel
layer after being sprayed with 150 mM calcium chloride,

responsible for cross-linking the alginate chains into a stable
hydrogel. Afterward, the assembled cardiomyocytes immobi-
lized in the hydrogel layer can be peeled from the chamber and
transferred into an incubator (Figure S1, Video S1). After 24-h
cell culture, cell−cell confinement promotes extracellular
matrix release and forms gap junctions between the aggregated
cells, providing stability and structural support to the
assembled structure. The experimental setup is shown in
Figure S2. Next, we removed the sacrificial hydrogel using 55
mM sodium citrate to obtain the cell-only biorobots. The
spontaneous cardiomyocyte contraction and relaxation cycle
can generate synchronous movement and mechanical actuation
of the biorobot, regulated by external chemical and electrical
stimuli (Figure 1B). The combined longitudinal and radial
forces generated by the biorobot produced and surrounding
fluid flow transmitted to nearby surroundings, showing the
potential of the biorobot to serve as a mechanical actuator
(Figure 1C). We added evenly dispersed cells in wells of a 96-
well plate cover and guided them to form a swarm using the
acoustic force. The result showed that the cell assembled
constructs can be obtained in a large scalable manner (Figure
1D) and the assembled cardiomyocytes construct is uniform
(Figure 1E) with aligned actin filaments (Figure 1F).
The acoustic assembly method enables the dynamic

assembly as depicted in the schematic and micrograph
shown in Figure 2A, where the cell illustrates a time-dependent
formative swarm assembly within 3 min. The cells were labeled
with cell membrane dye (DiO). ImageJ line tracing of the

Figure 1. Assembly and actuation of biorobot. (A) Schematic illustration of acoustically driven swarming of multiple cardiomyocytes into a
ring-shaped pattern and subsequent extracellular matrix growth (ECM) forming a stable biorobot structure. (B) Scheme of cardiomyocyte
contraction and relaxation cycle that results in mechanical actuation of the biorobots. (C) Force diagram generated by the biorobot,
including longitudinal force generated by the oriented ECM, radial force generated of cardiomyocytes. (D) Parallel acoustic-driven
formation of biorobots in a 96-well plate. The scale bar is 6 mm. (E) Micrograph illustrating brightfield image a full ring-shaped biorobot
structure. The scale bar is 1 mm. (F) Fluorescent micrograph illustrating actin (green) showing cardiomyocyte alignment. The scale bar is
800 μm.
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fluorescent cells was used to measure the accumulation of
cardiomyocytes into a ring shape swarm over time (Figure 2B).
The swarm can maintain the complete ring shape after staining
with red fluorescent cell membrane dye (Dil). The zoomed
fluorescent image of the nucleus and membrane showed that
the swarm was composed of a high density of closely packed
independent cells (Figure 2C).
The diameter of the swarm in our system can be adjusted by

the acoustic frequency (Figure 2D). When the frequency
reaches 110 Hz, the cells can be assembled into two concentric
rings by the acoustic field. The diameter of the rings is shown
in Figure 2E, illustrating ring diameters of 4 mm (30, 60 Hz)
for low frequencies and 6 mm (90, 110 Hz) for larger ones. To
further confirm that our assembly strategy is controllable, we
also investigated the collective behavior of synthesized particles
under the acoustic field with different frequencies, amplitudes,
and templates. Different geometry boundaries (square, triangle,
and circle) can result in different acoustic patterns,
demonstrating tunable assembly as shown in simulations in
Figure 2F. Such tunability is demonstrated experimentally by
using graphene powders (diameter of 15 μm) as tracer
particles to visualize the acoustic patterns (Figure 2G, Video
S2) The swarm patterns can be dynamically reconfigured by
adjusting the amplitude and frequency of the sound wave
illustrating the dynamic and reversible fabrication method-
ology. Changes in morphology and shape of the designs can be
dynamically directed by finely tuning the applied acoustic
frequency as displayed by the different time frames shown in
Figure S3 and Figure S4. The numerical simulation of the

deformation, average velocity field, and pressure field
generated by acoustic field in a fluid microenvironment is
shown in Figure S5. Graphene particles at the bottom of the
liquid chamber were driven to the region with a low average
force field.
Human-induced pluripotent stem-cell-derived cardiomyo-

cytes (hiPSC-CMs) were cultured following the previously
established protocols.62,63 We verified the cardiomyocytes’
purity using fluorescence-activated cell sorting (FACS)
staining and analysis. In this assay, we used the cardiomyocyte
marker TNNT2. The cardiomyocytes were detected at around
10% during differentiation (day 12). However, after glucose
depletion purification, as expected, most of the noncardiac cells
were eliminated, and the remaining purified cardiomyocytes
were used solely for the subsequent acoustic assembly
experiments (Figure S6). To demonstrate the functional
robustness of the biorobot composed of an assembled
cardiomyocytes swarm when compared to individual random
distributed cardiomyocytes, we generated cardiomyocyte
clusters by the random assembly of cardiomyocytes with no
acoustic waves and utilized these individual cells with spotty
distribution as a control group. Collective cell responses to
exogenous cues depend on cell−cell interactions. Cell−cell
communication can enhance the sensitivity of cells to external
stimuli. Therefore, we first compared the cell-to-cell
communication capability between the random individual
cardiomyocytes group and the collective ordered cardiomyo-
cytes group. Compared with the random individual cells group,
the application of acoustic standing waves resulted in multiple

Figure 2. Feasibility and ability to control cell assembly. (A) Fluorescence micrograph showing time-dependent shape morphing fabrication
of cell assembly. Cells were labeled with cell membrane dye DiO. The scale bar is 3 mm. (B) The quantitative curve of fluorescent intensity
relative to positions at the centerline of B. (C) Fluorescent micrograph of cell nuclei stain (DAPI; ii), cell membrane stain (Dil; iii), and
merged image (iv). The Dil staining full ring image in i was different from those in ii−iv. The scale bar is 100 μm. (D) Acoustically
assembled cells by different frequencies. The scale bar is 3 mm. (E) The qualitative diameters of the formed cell assembly in D. (F) The
numerical simulation results of acoustic assembly and the experimental images (G) of graphene assembled using triangular and square mold
geometries. The scale bar is 10 mm.
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stacking layers of closely packed cardiomyocytes with strong
fluorescent signals from connexin-43. The quantification
results confirmed that the intercellular connections in cells
residing in the assembled swarm of cardiomyocytes are
significantly higher than in random individual cells (Figure
S7). It has been reported that cell−cell contact can positively
regulate cell viability. On the basis of this concept, we next
compared the cell viability of the biorobots composed of
assembled cardiomyocytes and random individual cardiomyo-
cytes for a week. The quantification result showed that the cell
viability of a biorobot composed of organized cardiomyocytes
was 92.32 ± 2.16%, while that of random individual
cardiomyocytes was only 75.17 ± 1.78% (Figure S8). This
result illustrates that these independent cardiomyocytes in
biorobots can communicate and cooperate to achieve stronger
survivability than isolated individual cardiomyocytes in
response to external stimuli. We also compared the locomotion
ability of biorobots composed of assembled cardiomyocytes
and random cardiomyocytes. The average movement speed of
the assembled biorobots composed of assembled cardiomyo-
cytes is almost 40 times that of random cardiomyocytes after
24 h of cell culture (Figure S9).
After 1 day of cultivation, the assembled cardiomyocytes are

stable by forming connections between closely adjacent cells.
Then, we dissolved the Ca-Alg hydrogel using a 55 mM
sodium citrate solution for 3 min to obtain biorobots
composed of only biological cells. The biorobot assembly
does not present spontaneous beating directly after removal of
the sacrificial external alginate template. After 2 days of
incubation, the biorobots recovered their ability to beat
spontaneously. To verify the advantage of our sacrificial
hydrogel strategy, we compared the biorobots cross-linked
with gel (Figure 3A) and after the gel (Figure 3B) was
dissolved. Although the size of our final cell-only biorobots

without synthetic materials support is significantly reduced
compared with biorobots encapsulated in the hydrogel, both of
them could exhibit intense spontaneous beating. Optical
biorobot beating video recordings and force measurements
were investigated using the microscope in transmission light
mode. The recorded video was processed and analyzed by
MYOCYTER macro in ImageJ. Here, the beating speed was
characterized by measuring the differences between the
successive images of a video using the MYOCYTER. The
average spontaneous beating speed of the biorobot with gel
was only 1.84 ± 1.36 (a.u.), and the maximum speed was only
6.51 (a.u.). In contrast, the average automatic beating speed of
the biorobot without gel could reach 5.11 ± 5.95 (a.u.), and
the maximum speed could reach 22.18 (a.u.). This result
indicated that the removal of the gel constraint could improve
the biorobots’ motility, which is beneficial for their perform-
ance as actuators.
An ideal robotic engine should be integrated with the

characteristics of controllability and versatility under external
control.64−78 In this direction, we studied the biorobot
behavior under external chemical stimulations. We applied
isoproterenol (ISO, 1 μM) as a positive inotrope and
propranolol (PRO, 1 μM) as a negative inotrope to the
biorobot. The biorobot responded to both of these
pharmacological agents, with ISO and PRO causing an
increase and decrease in the speed of contractile movement,
respectively (Figure 3C). The quantification result showed that
the average speed of the initial biorobot without any treatment
was 0.18 (a.u.). After the addition of ISO for 100 s, the average
speed of the biorobot increased to 0.42 (a.u.). In contrast, after
the addition of IPO for 100 s, the average speed of the
biorobot decreased to 0.25 (a.u.; Figure 3D). We also
investigated the chemical drug effect on the contractile
movement amplitude of the biorobot. The quantification

Figure 3. Advantages of template removal strategy and cell alignment inside biorobots. (A) Brightfield image and the quantitative beating
speed data of cardiomyocytes assembly before gel release. The scale bar is 1 mm. (B) Brightfield image and the quantitative beating speed
data of cardiomyocytes assembly after gel release. The scale bar is 1 mm. (C) The results of speed quantification of biorobots treatment with
and without different chemical medications. (D) The quantification summary of C. The error bars represent the standard deviation (SD)
value. (E) Images of biorobot before and after tweezer elongation. The scale bar is 1 cm. (F) Fluorescence micrography of biorobot sections.
The scale bar is 50 μm. (G) Distribution of actin radial orientation of the biorobot from F.
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result showed that the maximum contractile displacement
amplitude of the initial biorobot without any treatment was
0.50 (a.u.). After the addition of ISO for 100 s, the maximum
amplitude of the biorobot could be increased to 1.00 (a.u.). In
contrast, after the addition of IPO for 100 s, the maximum
amplitude of the biorobot decreased back to 0.50 (a.u.; Figure
S10). These results showed that the chemical treatments/
medications could change the activity of cardiomyocytes and
control the movement ability of our soft biorobot, indicating
that the biorobot could serve as a drug screening evaluation
platform in a simple manner. We also demonstrated that the
mechanical properties of the biorobot with strong cell−cell
connections were adequate for resisting the repeated stretching
action by the tweezers (Figure 3E, Video S3). We further
examined the effect of the gel on long-term viability using
Calcein-AM and PI staining protocol. The quantification
results showed that the gel-free biorobots exhibited signifi-
cantly higher cell viability than the biorobots that were
fabricated by cross-linking in Ca-Alg hydrogel and remained
viable in culture for 14 days (Figure S11). We inferred that gel
removal allows nutrients and oxygen to diffuse better between
the cells and allows more intimate contact between adjacent
cells without the surrounding gel, which is beneficial to
improving cell viability.
Next, we investigated the cell distribution under the

influence of acoustic modulation by staining actin filaments
of the frozen biorobot section. Fluorescent micrographs
illustrate the anisotropic orientation of a biorobot using actin
staining, as shown in Figure 3F. The outermost cells were
aligned longitudinally to the inner layer. An orientation
gradient color map was used to analyze the cell actin
orientation of the cell assembly (Figure S12). Here, the radial
direction of the ring was defined to be the vertical direction of

the inner boundary of each position. The percentage of the
orientation curve distribution of the inside and outside of the
ring-shaped biorobot constructs is complementary (Figure
3G). This alignment of individual cells inside the biorobots is
similar to the highly organized arteries in which longitudinally
oriented cells can regulate cell−cell interactions. The circular
arrangement of aligned cells can maintain the mechanical
strength and vasoactive responsiveness of the vessel structure.
There are currently many techniques that can spatially align
various cells in high accuracies, such as collagen gel
compaction, electromagnetic field, electrospinning of nano-
fibers, mechanical stimulation, and microstructured-culture-
substrates methods.79−83 They mainly rely on creating the
anisotropy of the environment or uniaxial cyclic strain.
However, they usually suffer weak cell−cell interaction and
low cell viability with long-term culture because they
manipulate uniform suspension and low cell concentration.
We demonstrated that a huge number of individual cells could
effectively and quickly be aggregated and formed into a ring-
shaped swarm. They could also dynamically generate ordered
specific geometric arrangement reconfigurations spontaneously
to adapt to the surrounding environmental influences induced
by the acoustic stimuli. The acoustic force pushes adjacent
cells to maintain close contact and form, elongate, and cause
cell alignment during the histogenesis via the enhanced cell−
cell interactions. The biological driving force can endow soft
robots with the ability to mimic the functions of organisms.
Unlike most existing biological soft robots, which lack
elaborate microarchitecture to induce tissue orientation and
realize collaborative motion like live organisms, our biorobots
show great potential in simulating the anisotropy architecture
and biological performance of the heart.

Figure 4. Biorobot-driven manipulation of microbeads. (A) Scheme illustrating force generated by the biorobot produced by contraction
(red) and expansion (blue) cycles of the biorobot. (B) Micrograph illustrating the movement of a microbead inside the biorobot. The scale
bar is 10 μm. (C) Force generated on the microbead inside the biorobot during four expansion/contraction cycles. (D) Micrograph
illustrating the movement of a microbead motion outside the biorobot. The scale bar is 10 μm. (E) Force generated to the microbead
outside the biorobot during four expansion/contraction cycles. (F) Micrograph illustrating parallel manipulation of multiple beads illustrates
beads displaced by ambient fluid flow and horizontal displacement by a biorobot. The colored lines reflect the actual trajectories of the
beads. The scale bar is 100 μm. (G). Horizontal displacement of microbeads over time. (H) Fluid flow vector directions during rest,
contraction, and expansion periods, respectively, and the speed gradient fields of microbeads under biorobot actuation. The scale bar is 100
μm.
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Next, we studied the cell−cell interactions by immunostain-
ing the biorobot. We selectively stained the gap junctions by
connexin 43 to demonstrate the biorobot’s cell−cell
communication capability as gap junctions are intercellular
channels that not only can allow cell−cell communication
through the diffusion of small solutes and ions but also can
transfer electrical signals between them for synchronized
cardiac contraction.84 As shown in Figure S13, the connexin 43
expression signal increased significantly with increasing cell
culture duration, further proving the tightening of cell−cell
connections over time. We further performed expression
profiling by RNaseq of cardiomyocytes used in acoustic
fabrication at days 0, 1, 5, 7, 10, and 14 and primary
cardiomyocytes without acoustic treatment (control). Func-
tional enrichment analysis of the commonly expressed genes in
all day 0, 1, 5, 7, 10, and 14 post-acoustic fabrication and
primary cardiomyocytes demonstrated that both groups share
similar cardiomyocyte characteristics (Figure S14).
The repeated expansion and contraction cycles of

cardiomyocytes induce a tangential flow field that can induce
local fluid mixing and collective manipulation of nearby micro-
objects as shown in schemes of Figure 4A. To quantify the

external forces generated by the different regions of the cell, we
analyzed the trajectory of polystyrene (PS) beads inside and
outside the ring-shaped biorobot. We observed that the beads
located inside the interior of the biorobot are pushed by direct
contact of the ring and fluid forces. (Figure 4B). We
statistically quantified the force acting on the microbeads by
measuring the force experienced (F = mass × acceleration),
during each contraction and expansion period of four cycles
(∼1.5 s) as shown in Figure 4C. We attribute the slight
variation of force experienced by the microbead to the
multidirectional and stochastic force generated by the
competition of contact and flow forces in the confined
environment of the inner biorobot resulting in a “ping pong”
ball motion of the bead (Video S4). In contrast, the bead
outside the ring structure experiences unidirectional force
generated by the biorobot expansion/contraction cycle,
resulting in a more defined spring-like actuation (Figure 4D
and Video S4). Similarly, we quantified four cycles of the
contraction and expansion forces as shown in Figure 4E, which
illustrate the spring back and forward forces experienced by the
microbead, thus illustrating that the forces generated by the
biorobot can overcome other forces (fluid flow). We have also

Figure 5. Integration of ring biorobot with soft skeleton actuator. (A) Scheme of biohybrid actuator consisting of ring biorobot and
polyurethane soft skeleton. (B) Top view of a photograph of biohybrid actuator. The scale bar is 4 mm. (C) Microscopy image illustrating in
more detail the ring surrounding the soft legs of the skeleton. (D) Quantitative analysis illustrating the change in amplitude and frequency of
the biohybrid from 0 to 5 Hz. (E) Biohybrid actuator without electrical stimulation. The scale bar is 1 mm. (F) The same actuator with
electrical stimulation presenting displacement. The scale bar is 1 mm. (G) Displacement of soft skeleton containing two ring biorobot rings.
The scale bar is 5 mm. (H) Rotational motion achieved by the addition of an extra ring in only one leg, inducing asymmetric actuation that
results in the illustrated rotational motion. The scale bar is 2 mm.
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demonstrated the ability to induce collective behavior and
actuation over a population of multiple active beads displaced
by fluid flow. We illustrated the track lines of a group of
microbeads moved by ambient flow in the y-axis during the
inactive period between contraction and expansion (Video S4).
Figure 4F illustrates the track lines of the same group of
microbeads after multiple cycles of actuation by the biorobot
in the x-axis. Although the contraction of the microstructure
can cause a pushing and pulling force on the beads and
effectively drive the bead back and forth, the biorobot-induced
x-axis displacement on the bead becomes weaker within the
longer distance between the bead and the biorobot as shown in
the graph in Figure 4G. This is consistent with the stress force
distribution of rings; the stress away from the center of the
circle is negligible. Nevertheless, regardless of the distance
from the ring structure, the parallel actuation occurs
simultaneously, as illustrated by the velocity of the beads
(Figure S15). To better illustrate the fluid’s movement profiles
under contraction and expansion cycles, Figure 4H shows the
flow vectors generated by the biorobot. Thus, the biorobot
shows great feasibility of being utilized as a live soft actuator. It
can modify the motion of microparticles surrounding the vessel
structure via dynamic fluid pumping motion generated by the
beating of the biorobot.
Next, we directly interfaced the cardiomyocyte biorobots

with an artificial soft skeleton component consisting of two
pillars and a base. We investigated the force outputs produced
by a biohybrid design biorobot under external electrical
modulation (Figure 5A). We wrapped the ring-shaped
biorobot around the elastomer polyurethane skeleton pillars
as shown by the actual top view photograph shown in Figure
5B. After another 2 days of normal cell culture, the biorobot
started spontaneous beating and could actuate the pillars
during expansion/contraction cycles (Video S5). To modulate
the cardiomyocyte contraction and thus the skeleton actuation,
we used a Grass S88 Stimulator to stimulate the reproducible
contraction of cardiomyocytes in biorobots by applying an
electrical signal at 0 to 5 Hz (Figure 5C, Video S5 and Figure
S16). The use of short-term electrical stimulation, as used here
and by others,85−87 does not present significant damage to
cardiomyocyte tissues, although chronic electrical stimulation
could affect the contractile behavior of the cardiomyocytes.88

The beating frequency of the biorobot increased with
increasing stimulation frequency as shown in Figure 5D and
Table S1. The average displacement amplitude of a biorobot
without any electrical stimulation was only 2.48 (a.u.), which
increased with increased electrical stimulation. We note that
the beating amplitude is not linear as the biorobot is stimulated
at higher frequencies over 3 Hz due to potentially exceeding
the physiological beating limits of cardiomyocytes.
The biorobot ring assembled on a 48-well-plate cover can

actuate the soft skeleton without the use of electrical stimuli,
but no dynamic propulsion or displacement is present (Figure
5E). On the other hand, applying electrical stimuli resulted in
an increased beating frequency that leads to actual displace-
ment in the direction of the head of the soft skeleton (Figure
5F and Video S6). Moreover, we tested the addition of more
biorobot rings to evaluate the effect on locomotion. When
introducing a second ring, the structure moves toward the legs
(Figure 5G). Rotation was achieved by placing an additional
ring only on one of the legs of the soft skeleton apart from the
initial one covering both legs, this resulted in rotational motion
(Figure 5H and Video S7). In addition, to provide a

benchmark for recently developed biorobots in the field, we
compared the speed and size of these organoids (Table
S2).9,20,24,26,27,39,42 The quantitative speed of the biorobot is
0.7 mm/s at 5 Hz simulation. The main benefits of fabricating
biorobots via acoustic assembly is that it generates highly
packed cell assemblies. Briefly, our acoustic assembly method
provides close packing of cells at high density which promote
easier contact between cells.
The beating of the legs produces localized fluid streams that

could be custom-tailored to produce mixing in a biocompatible
and autonomous manner, as shown by overlap images of
displaced tracer beads in Figure S17 and Video S7. We
observed the continuous actuation of the biorobot for periods
up to 4 h during experimentation. Moreover, the biorobots are
expected to actuate as long as optimal environment conditions
(glucose, temperature, CO2 and pH) are available.61,89 The
integration of active biological assemblies and synthetic
structures could assist in the design of biorobots.

CONCLUSION
In this study, we developed a method to produce highly
scalable, biorobots with collective synchronous behavior,
comprised of millions of metabolically active living cells. A
single vibration generator generates the acoustic fields that
direct the assembly of cells into engineered biorobots. The
assembly structure can be tailored by fine-tuning relevant
parameters such as chamber geometry, frequency, and
amplitude. Adjacent independent cells in the assembly can
actively communicate through their own secretions, without
the need for any surface modification. The resulting biorobot
presents autonomous beating that can be used as an actuator
and respond to other external stimuli (e.g., chemicals). The
integration of cardiomyocytes with synthetic backbones has
been used to develop capabilities other than locomotion, such
as morphology and optical properties. Here, we demonstrated
the biorobots can be integrated with synthetic skeletons to
serve as a hybrid self-powered soft actuator and manipulate
other microscale artificial objects. Future work will aim to
make use of diverse acoustic patterns that can be integrated
with previously reported biohybrid skeleton designs (springs,
cantilevers, jellyfish, and stingrays) to achieve specific types of
behavior, e.g., grabbing objects, mixing fluid, or self-displace-
ment. The biorobot approach presented here leveraged the
performance robustness and autonomy of living cells/tissues as
biorobot actuators successfully, which could play a significant
role in advancing the progress in soft robotics and tissue
engineering for the realization of microscale biohybrid
actuators.

METHODS
Cell Culture. The murine fibroblast cell line NIH 3T3 was

purchased from the American Type Culture Collection (ATCC,
Manassas, VA). Supplemented with 10% (v/v) FBS and 1% (v/v)
antibiotic, the Dulbecco’s Modified Eagle’s Medium (DMEM) was
used to maintain the NIH 3T3 cells. Human origin-induced
pluripotent stem-cell-derived cardiomyocytes (iPSC-CMs) were
kindly provided by the Dr. Joseph C. Wu lab at Stanford University,
with the protocols approved by the Stanford University Institutional
Review Board (IRB). The hiPSC-CMs were differentiated from
hiPSC (No. SCVI 273 from Stanford CVI biobank) according to their
previous CHIR/IWR-1 based protocol reported in our previous
work.62,63 The hiPSC-CMs were purified by the glucose starvation
approach starting at differentiation day 9 for 4 days to reach a purity
of 90% to 95% (cardiac troponin-T positive). Accordingly, there were
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5% to 10% noncardiac cells in the purified hiPSC-CMs that were
negative in the endothelial marker of vWF and fibroblast marker of
P4HB and slightly positive in the proliferation marker of ki67.63

Moreover, since we used the serum-free cell culture medium (RPMI
with B27 plus insulin) for the hiPSC-CM culture and biorobot
fabrication and maintenance, the effect from the noncardiac cells on
the biorobot performance was minimal supplemented with 4% (v/v)
FBS and B27 with insulin (Life Technologies); the RPMI medium
was used to maintain iPSC-CMs. All of the cell cultures were
incubated in a humidified cell culture chamber at 37 °C in a 95% air/
5% CO2 atmosphere, and the medium changed every other day.

Fabrication of Biorobot. The acoustic assembly device for
patterning individual cells into a biorobot with a predetermined
configuration is composed of an arbitrary function generator (33500B,
Agilent, USA), a vibration exciter (U56001, 3B Scientific, USA), and
an audio power amplifier (Lepai LP-2020A+, Parts Express). For
graphene oxide assembly, we used a PMMA chamber with a designed
shape made by laser cutting. For cell assembly, we used the cover of a
commercial 96- or 48-well plate as the acoustic chamber and put it
onto the vibration exciter. We resuspended the isolated cells in a
saline solution containing 0.5% (w/v) alginate, then we added this cell
suspension (50 μL, 2M) into each well of the plate cover. The AC
amplitude we applied for the acoustic stimuli was 22 mVpp, and the
frequency was 55 Hz. After it formed the biorobot visually, we sprayed
150 mM calcium chloride solution from above the plate cover to
immobilize the biorobot in the hydrogel for 10 s. Next, we peeled off
the biorobots using a stainless microspoon (Bel-Art F36705-0000,
Global) and transferred them to a cell culture incubator. After normal
cell culturing overnight, we added sodium citrate solution (55 mM) to
dissolve the gel to obtain cell-only biorobots. The biorobots do not
present spontaneous beating upon release from the hydrogel, but after
2 days of incubation they recover their ability to beat.

Biorobot Analysis. All chemical reagents were purchased from
Sigma-Aldrich unless otherwise noted. Biorobot was fixed in 4% (v/v
in PBS) paraformaldehyde for 2 h, rinsed using PBS (3 × 30 min),
and cryoprotected in 30% sucrose in PBS overnight. After embedding
the samples in molds with optimal cutting temperature (OCT)
medium (Tissue-Tek; Miles Inc., Elkhart, IN), the biorobot was
frozen in dry ice and stored at −80 °C before sectioning. Parallel
sections of the biorobot with a thickness of 14 μm were cut on a
cryostat (Leica CM 1850; Leica Biosystems, Wetzlar, Germany).
Sections were stained with hematoxylin and eosin (H&E) for
structural analysis. For the immunofluorescence staining-based
cellular connections study, sections were washed with PBS before
being permeabilized with 0.3% triton-X100 (Sigma-Aldrich) for 5 min
at 4 °C. Sections were next blocked in 1% BSA solution (blocking
solution) for 1 h at room temperature following a 1:200 dilution of
anti-connexin43 antibody (Thermo Fisher Scientific, 71-0700)
overnight at 4 °C in the blocking solution. Next, the biorobot was
washed with PBS then incubated for 1 h at room temperature in the
dark with 1:200 Goat Anti-Rabbit IgG H&L (Alexa Fluor 594,
Abcam, ab150080) in the blocking solution. For the study of actin
orientation within the biorobot, sections were immersed in 1:50 Alexa
Fluor 488 Phalloidin (ThermoFisher Scientific, A12379) for 1 h at
room temperature. Subsequently, biorobots were washed with PBS,
and cell nuclei were stained with DAPI (Life Technologies, D1306) in
PBS. Actin orientations were analyzed using the OrientationJ plugin
in ImageJ (NIH). A color map, orientation distribution curve, and
coherency degree were generated with local window δ = 1 pixel. A
total number of n = 3 samples were analyzed for each quantification.
The biorobots’ beating behavior was evaluated for different periods
ranging from a few minutes to 4 h, where the behavior of the ring
beating did not vary significantly. To evaluate the cell viability, the
biorobots were washed with PBS and incubated in 2 mL of
prewarmed PBS containing 1.5 μL of calcein-AM (1 mM) solution
for 20 min at 37 °C. Later, we removed the staining solution and
added 2 mL prewarmed PBS containing 50 μL of PI (2 mg/mL)
solution and incubated for 5 min at room temperature. We removed
the staining solution and washed twice for 5 min in PBS at 37 °C and
took the construct for imaging under a Zeiss AxioObserver Z1

microscope using a 5× objective. We captured images in the green
(488 nm) and red (570 nm) channel and assessed the viability
percentage using ImageJ. We counted the live cells with a green label
and dead cells with a red label as well as colabelled with green and
red. Cell number was acquired by counting cells in each focal plane
(in focus) to get the sum. A total number of n = 3 samples were
analyzed for each quantification.

Motion Behavior Studies of Biorobots. First, 1 μM
isoproterenol (ISO, Sigma-Aldrich) and 1 μM propranolol (PRO,
Sigma-Aldrich) were dissolved in H2O. Optical biorobot video
recordings and force measurements were investigated using the
microscope in transmission light mode. The recorded video was
processed and analyzed using MYOCYTER macro, with FIJI version
2.0.0-rc-69/1.52n of ImageJ. “Speed” represents the differences
between the successive images of a video and indicates the speed of
a movement. “Amplitude” represents the difference between every
single frame and the reference frame. The bead velocity was measured
by using the MJ track plugin for ImageJ. We note that all speed
measurements were done manually. Thus, there is an inherent bias
measurement by each user to quantify this value. We measured five
times the displacement of the same particle over 79 frames. When
comparing the x displacement, we obtained an average standard
deviation of 0.24 μm by averaging the standard deviation for each
point frame. When conceding the path length of the same particle, the
measurements yielded an average of 225.07 ± 2.91 μm or 1.2% error
by the user. This measuring variation is relatively small and does not
affect any conclusion based on their quantitative analysis. The force
was calculated using force = mass × acceleration, where the
acceleration values were taken using the MJ track as previously
mentioned; the density of each polystyrene bead (1055 kg/m3) was
multiplied by the volume of the 2 μm of each bead. The microscope
recording frame rate was 14 frames per second.

Fabrication of Ring-Shaped Bioactuator. The skeleton for the
bioactuator was fabricated by pouring a polyurethane commercial mix
(Ecoflex 0−30) over a PDMA template consisting of two legs and a
base. The material was cured at 65° over 30 min and washed to
remove noncured materials. Next, the acoustic fabricated ring-shaped
biorobot assembled on a 48-well-plate cover was placed over the legs
of the soft skeleton. Square monophasic pulses are applied to the
cardiomyocytes through a Grass S88 Stimulator for electrical
stimulation. The carbon plates were placed across the cell culture
dish with an electrode distance of 3 cm and then connected to the
stimulator of the completion of the circuit loop. Electrical stimulation
was generated across the cell culture with optimized stimulation
conditions, such as the pulsed electrical field, pulse frequency, and
pulse duration. In this study, for experiments of electrically stimulating
biorobots, which were acoustically assembled from cardiomyocytes
(30 M/mL), the optimized parameters were a pulse duration of ∼5
ms, a frequency of 1 to 5 Hz, and field intensity of 5 V/cm. We
monitored the motion of biorobots through the phone with a built-in
camera or bright field microscope. Then, all images and videos were
analyzed using ImageJ to obtain the effect of electrical stimulation on
biorobots.

Finite Element Analysis of Faraday Wave. Finite element
analysis was conducted to characterize the patterning of graphene
particles under Faraday standing waves. The Faraday waves were
generated at the air−liquid interface with a fixed boundary in a
chamber, and it could be considered to be caused by body force F
generated by a sinusoidal acceleration signal applied to the exciter,
which can be written as

F a= × (1)

a a ftmax cos(4 )= _ (2)

in which ρ is the density of the fluid, a_max is the maximum
acceleration applied to the exciter, and f is the working frequency of
the exciter. The Faraday wave can be simulated by applying this
external force when solving the governing equation of the dynamic
flow motion. These governing equations refer to the Navier−Stokes
equations, which can be written as
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V
t

F g p V2= + +
(3)

in which V is the velocity vector of the flow field, F is the body force
in eq 1, μ is the dynamic viscosity of the fluid, and g is the acceleration
of gravity.

All of the simulations were performed using finite element-based
computational software (COMSOL Multiphysics). To reduce the
computational cost and build the physical model correctly, we
simplified the modeling. “Laminar Flow” physics was used to solve the
governing equations of dynamic fluid motion, and the deformation of
fluid motion was handled by adding a “dynamic mesh” condition. The
“volume force” condition was applied to the 3D calculation domain of
“Laminar Flow” physics. The boundary conditions on the air−liquid
interface and solid−liquid interfaces were set to “free surface” (surface
tension of gas−liquid interface σ) and “no-slip”, respectively. The
problem was solved via a “time-dependent” solver. The parameters of
materials used in the calculations are given below: the dynamic
viscosity of the fluid (μ) was 1.01 × 10−3 Pa·s; the surface tension of
the gas−liquid interface (σ) was 72.8 mN/m; the working frequency
of the exciter ( f) was 80 and 100 Hz; the maximum acceleration
applied to the exciter (a_max) was 5g and 6g; and the acceleration of
gravity (g) was 9.80 m/s2.
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